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WEBSITE HIGHLIGHTS

Throughout the month of April the Boundary 

Country website (boundarybc.com) saw a total of 

4,432 sessions, down 13% over the previous 

period, and up 28% over the previous year. 

There were 9,004 page views, down 7% over the 

previous period, up 62% over the previous year. 

The decrease in sessions and engagements 

relates to a campaign running throughout the 

period of March 2019. 

Top Visited Landing Pages:

1. Home Page

2. Visit – Christina Lake

3. Maps

4. Stay – Campgrounds & RV

http://boundarybc.com/
https://boundarybc.com/
https://boundarybc.com/visit/christina-lake/
https://boundarybc.com/maps/
https://boundarybc.com/stay/campgrounds-rv/
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SOCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 

The Boundary Country Social Accounts (Facebook and 

Instagram) saw a combined total of 125,982 impressions a 

decrease of 61% during the month of April and 9,268 

engagements, an increase of 6% since the last period. 

The decrease in impressions may be related to a campaign 

running through the previous month. 

The accounts saw 129 followers gained, an increase of 

2% bringing the current total to 6,776 followers.

The Top Performing Facebook Post was a UGC Image of 

Midway. The post reached over 1,000 people and received 

163 engagements. 

The Top Performing Instagram Post was a UGC image of 

Christina Lake in which received 165 engagements.

https://www.facebook.com/BoundaryCountryBC/
https://www.instagram.com/boundarycountry/?hl=en


SOCIAL OVERVIEW

The group statistics shown here represent the overall figures of the Boundary Country Facebook 

and Instagram accounts. In April, there were 129 new fans gained, an increase of 2%, bringing the 

total fan count to 6,776. There were 125,982 total impressions a decrease of 61%, and 9,268 

engagements, up 6% over the same time period. 

The decrease in impressions may be related to a campaign running through the previous month. 
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FACEBOOK

During the month of April, a total of 83 new fans were gained, an increase of 2%. 22 

Facebook Posts were sent and there were 115,732 total impressions, -63% from the 

previous month, and 7,926 Engagements (likes, comments and shares) 3% over the same 

time period. 

The decrease in impressions may be related to a campaign running through the 

previous month. 
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FACEBOOK - Demographics

The current fan base 

on Boundary's Facebook account 

presents itself as 56% Female, on par 

with the previous month, with 20.5% of 

all followers falling between the ages 

of 65+, consistent with the previous 

month.

Note: 19% of followers fall between 

the ages of 55-64.

While women 65+ "appear to be the 

leading force" among fans, it's 

important to note there is a well-

rounded cross section of ages that are 

presented here, and something that 

should be in consideration when 

delivering content.



FACEBOOK – Top Posts



INSTAGRAM

During the month of April, 46 New Followers were gained, an increase of 5%, bringing the current 

follower total to 918.

12 Instagram posts were sent, totalling 1,342 engagements, up 27% from the previous month. The 

top-performing posts were all User-Generated content allowing us to connect and engage with 

users, and encourage traffic to the page. 


